Virtual Quality Assurance
Program Fidelity Consultations
Now Available!
Outcomes promised by evidence-based practices can only be achieved if the program is
delivered as it is designed, and implemented in the intended design of the program. In order to
enhance the consistency of Moral Reconation Therapy - MRT®, Correctional Counseling, Inc. is
offering virtual quality assurance services for MRT, Domestic Violence, and Trauma groups.

How It Works
Prior to the group observation, a master MRT Trainer will contact the group Facilitator in order
for the Facilitator to provide any pertinent group information. This meeting also allows the
Trainer to inform the Facilitator what is being evaluated and the role the Trainer will play
during the virtual group. During the group session, the MRT Trainer will observe the group,
looking for appropriate MRT group processes and overall fidelity to the model. Immediately
following the group, the master Trainer will provide verbal feedback to the Facilitator. The
feedback will focus on a description of what was observed, including both positive and
corrective feedback. The Trainer will be available to answer any questions from the Facilitator.
We have consultation options with or without a written report on the observation findings,
including any recommendations.

How to Schedule
To book your Quality Assurance Consultation Session, call our office at (901) 360-1564 or visit
our website ccimrt.com/product/virtualqaconsult/, choose which consultation option best
suits your agency's needs, specify which program you're conducting (MRT, DV, or Trauma) and
provide the Facilitator's contact info and group's meeting schedule. Based on Master Trainers’
availability for your group's scheduled meeting time, we will arrange for a Master MRT Trainer
to attend your virtual group. Once the consultation is scheduled, you'll send an invitation from
your agency's video conferencing platform for CCI’s Master Trainer to join your group.

Pricing
QA session with written follow up report: $500
QA session without written follow up report (verbal feedback only): $375

BOOK TODAY: CALL (901) 360-1564 OR VISIT CCIMRT.COM

